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"Brazilian consumers have been more concerned about the
quality and the brand of meat they buy, which is a result of
the Operation Weak Meat, a police investigation into
alleged corruption and tainted beef. As consumers have
been more demanding, companies could invest in systems
that track their productive chains and develop a more
transparent relationship with customers.”
- Marina Ferreira, Food and Drink Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Companies need to improve their image and regain consumer confidence
Meat market should be impacted as more Brazilians become interested in meat
alternatives

Brazil's meat market is expected to have a better performance in 2018 compared to 2017, but should
decline in terms of volume and grow in value only to recover inflation losses. The sector is still being
affected by the Operation Carne Fraca (or Operation Weak Meat), an action enforced by the Brazilian
federal police, started on March 2017, which investigated some of the country's largest meat
processing companies.
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Meat and Meat Alternative Formats Purchase
Brazilians prefer fresh meat
Figure 23: Meat and meat alternative formats purchase, September 2018
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Figure 24: Food Sniffer
Young consumers are more likely to have an interest in ready-to-eat meat
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Meat and Meat Alternatives Perception
Soy meat can stand out highlighting its high protein content
Figure 31: Meat and meat alternatives perception, correspondence analysis, September 2018
Beef segment has space to develop premium products for special occasions
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Purchase Drivers for Meat
Organic meat can highlight animal welfare and absence of antibiotics to increase popularity
Figure 36: Purchase drivers for meat, September 2018
'Well-known brand' is the isolated factor that drives meat consumption the most
Figure 37: Purchase drivers for meat, TURF analysis, September 2018
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Purchase Drivers for Meat Alternatives
Low calorie is the main driver for meat alternatives
Figure 39: Purchase drivers for meat alternatives, September 2018
Almost one third of consumers want vegan meat alternatives
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Meat Substitutes Ingredients
Other animal-sourced ingredients can be accepted as a meat alternative
Figure 42: Meat substitutes ingredients, September 2018
Figure 43: McDonald's Egg Junior
Meat products mixed with vegetables and legumes can appeal to women with “flex” diet versions
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Figure 44: Meat substitutes ingredients, by gender, September 2018

Appendix – Abbreviations
Abbreviations
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